Get Trendy

Gorgeous in

grey & yellow
The infectious charm of yellow gets a modern twist when paired with the urban
elegance of a grey palette. Ranging from soft to striking, this colour combination is a
triumph in modern femininity.
hat makes a colour
Soft skin tone
combination work? It

W

has to be absolutely
effortless, fashionably
balanced and an instant success that
works either dressed up or down in all
shades and variations. That’s why it is
easy to see how the combination of
grey and yellow just works. Grey is a
colour that most women already have in
their wardrobes. From a pair of tailored
trousers, a pencil skirt, skinny jeans or
even a chic coat, grey works as a basic
item. It’s this simplicity that gives yellow
the foundation to work its magic. It
adds vibrancy, happiness and fun –
everything this cheerful hue is known
and loved for.
Make sure when combining greys and
yellows to keep the shading similar – if
it’s slate add gold, if it’s charcoal add
butter, if it’s mushroom add lemon. For
skin tones that prefer warm colours, echo
the warmth in your choice of shades and
go for saturated yellows and dark greys.
If a cool colour option is more suited to
your skin tone, choose the gentle effect
of subtle yellows matched with faded
greys. For more information visit Chata
Romano at www.chataromano.com.
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A soft skin tone looks vibrant and youthful with the correct choice of yellow and grey
shades. Keep the overall tone of the colours soft and stay away from bright yellows
and very dark greys.

Deep skin tone

A deep skin tone carries confident yellows and strong greys
beautifully. These shades match the boldness of the deep
skin tone while subtle, fresh shades go unnoticed.

Rich skin tone

There’s nothing more beautiful than intense colours with a
rich skin tone. Make your yellows strong and bold, not gentle,
and opt for greys that are bold, not pale.

Magical makeovers

Medium skin tone

Find the perfect middle ground when combining greys and yellows for a medium skin
tone. Swap very soft and very dark colours for a bright and fresh palette.

